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Abstract
If the timing for dependent triggers are not setup correctly in Zabbix, the triggers may not fire in the expected order when an upstream event occurs.
A rule is needed to guarantee trigger order. Through experimental analysis, such a rule has been developed and tested in the ʻworst caseʼ scenario
for a trigger dependency configuration in Zabbix.
triggers, the rules in this paper still function correctly.
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Zabbix
Trigger Dependencies

Diagramming Standard

• Zabbix triggers in version 2.0.1 are based on currently

By depicting each scenario in a fixed scale timeline, it is easier to
visualize the relationship between the polling time, the trigger, and
how Zabbix is ʻseeingʼ these variables amongst multiple
configuration items.

Overview stored values of items

•

The expectation Sir Technology had during trials is that

Zabbix
will ʻknowʼ about trigger dependencies and will
Dependency
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handle the item polling accordingly i.e. possibly checking
slave dependent items immediately to obtain a currently
result when a master trigger is given a reason to trigger.

Based on timing of triggers (seconds): T(A) <= [ T(B) - P(A) ]

•

There is no automatic handling of trigger dependencies that
will ensure that dependent values are actually current.

E.g. P(A)=30s, T(A)=60s, so T(B)=90s or more.

Objective

Based on sequencing of triggers (events): P(A) <= 0.5P(B) with trigger set to fire after 2 or more events.
E.g. Fire
2 events that
return a problem,
P(A)=30s
P(B)=60s
or more.
Theafter
desirable
behavior
we are
tryingsoto
achieve
is such

that, even in
a worst-case scenario, trigger A will fire first. This requires that the
trigger for A be allowed to ʻseeʼ enough failures on the item to fire
before the trigger for B does.
Scenario

Network Environment Setup

F igure 2: D iagra m k ey
In each diagram, the first polling event that occurs for Item A is at 9

seconds and
the first pollingT(A)=60s,
event for Item BT(B)=90s
occurs at 10 seconds.
P(A)=30s,
P(B)=60s,
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If B is checked before
A, Zabbix will see the status
A as ‘OK’ (as per
the stored value), and B will trigger
Zabbix dependencies are based on currently stored values of items

The expectation we had is that Zabbix will ‘know’ about the dependency and will handle the polling

#accordingly
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The link failure depicted in Figure 1 occurs at 10 seconds also. To
be consistent with a worst-case scenario, the initial poll for Item B in
each scenario run will always occur just after the link failure, and so
return a failure.
•
P(X) represents the polling time in seconds of item X
•
T(X) represents the amount of time event X must be past a
threshold before the trigger fires (referred to as the “trigger
time”). In Zabbix this is implemented as:
o
Event.min(30) > 2 for a trigger to wait 30 seconds
before firing when a value has been too high for too long
o
Event.max(30) < 2 for a trigger to wait 30 seconds
before firing when a value has been too low for too long

“Default” Zabbix Configuration

By default, when creating a trigger in Zabbix, it will be set to fire as
soon as an event that breaches a threshold value is reached. This is
represented in Zabbix as:
Result: OK Event.last(0).value > 2
When using an immediate trigger, there is no adjustment on the
polling frequency
can
compensate
for <=
the[ worst-case
This scenario
compliesthat
with
the
rule for T(A)
T(B) - P(A)scenario:
]. If the polling or
The polling times are out of sync and Ping Item B is the first to see a
Result:
false,FAIL
the
scenario
no
longer
passes.
failure. This is scenario #7. A variation of this is when the polling
B triggers occurs
first.
at the same time. Which trigger will fire in this case? This is
an undefined state that would be determined at runtime and cannot
P(A)=P(B)=30s,
T(A)=60s,
T(B)=90s
be plannedT(A)=T(B)=0s
for (i.e. a race (i.e.
condition).
Scenario
#3 has this problem
P(A)=P(B)=60s,
1st event
or "immediately")
also.

N/A

failed events
T a b le 1 : S c e n a rio C o nfigu ra tion and R esults

Zabbix Notes
The way Zabbix actually handles time calculation in Zabbix has not
been represented in the test setup. Zabbix only checks trigger
values every 30 seconds for time based values. Zabbix also
calculates time elapsed based on the number of event polls that
have passed e.g. 4 events polled at 30 second polling intervals is
seen to be 120 seconds of elapsed time in the eyes of Zabbix. In
th
reality this is 90 seconds until just before the 5 value is polled.
Because these rules do not change the relationship between the
© Sir Technology 2012

F igure 3 : S c ena rio # 7, Im m ediate T rigge rs
Result: FAIL
B triggers first.

P(A)=P(B)=30s, T(A)=T(B)=2 events
Result: OK

1

Increasing The Polling Frequency

Trigger / Polling Time Relationship

The two variables available to us for adjustment in Zabbix are the
polling frequency, and the amount of time an item must be in the
“PROBLEM” state before a trigger fires.
An initial reaction to how to attain the objective may be: “If we make
the polling frequency for Item A sufficiently fast relative to Item B, it
will have more time to trigger than Item B, and so therefore solve the
problem”. This does not work. The problem with this is that there is
no way of guaranteeing the sequence of polling between A and B
when an event occurs. Making Item A poll every 20s and Item B poll
every 60s does not guarantee that Item A will be polled first when an
event occurs. As long as the trigger time for both items is the same,
if Item B polls before A, it will simply mean a delay before Item Bʼs
trigger fires first (scenario #5).
This gives us a principle to work with: When both trigger times are
the same, it is not possible to force a trigger to fire first simply
by making it poll faster.

In a real world deployment, the polling times of item A and B will not
always be equal. It is necessary to know if the principle of adjusting
the trigger time can still be used in this environment. Specifically:
given a particular set of polling frequencies for item A and item B,
how can we know what to set the trigger time values to?
When the trigger time for both items and the polling time for both
items are the same, the problem is the delay until item A is polled
again. This “lag time” is depicted by the blue line in scenario #7.
When the trigger time is adjusted in scenario #3, the adjustment
effectively compensates for the lag at the beginning. There is a 30
second lag at the beginning for item A where Zabbix seeʼs the item
as “OK”, when it is really not, but the trigger time is 30s shorter.
Algorithmically we can see that it is possible to bring the time that
trigger A fires to the same time as trigger B with the following
formula:
T(A) = T(B) – P(A)
I.e. we make trigger A the same as trigger B, then compensate for
the delay that A incurs because of itʼs polling frequency by making it
shorter by that amount.
This formula simply gives us values for the trigger times to ensure
that trigger A will fire at the same time as trigger B. To obtain the
objective of ensuring trigger A fires first, we must alter the equation
in the formula. A re-arrangement to calculate T(B) is also possible.
T(A) < T(B) – P(A)
T(B) > T(A) + P(A)
As the minimum step size in Zabbix for trigger times is 1 second, this
can be achieved by simply solving one of the above as an equality
and subtracting or adding an integer value C to the result. With a
value for C of 1, trigger A will always fire at least 1 second before
trigger B. This value C creates the “margin” between when the two
triggers fire as evidenced in scenario #2. With a 1 second margin, a
longer-than-usual poll or too much system load on the Zabbix server
could potentially cause a delay between the actual poll and the item
update in Zabbix resulting in scenario #2 turning into a race
conditions in scenario #3, or even a complete failure.

P(A)=30s, P(B)=60s, T(A)=60s, T(B)=90s

F ig u re 4 : S c en ario # 5,
Result: FAIL
B triggers first.

Decreasing The Trigger Time

Adjusting the
second variable
isolation
willorwork
depending on the
P(A)=P(B)=60s,
T(A)=T(B)=0s
(i.e.in1st
event
"immediately")

values chosen. In our working scenario #2, we see that even with an
equal polling frequency for both A and B, it is possible to guarantee
thatcomplies
the trigger
forrule
A will
fire <=
first.
This
gives
uspolling
a second
principle
to to make this
This scenario
with the
for T(A)
[ T(B)
- P(A)
]. If the
or trigger
times change
false, the scenario
no longer passes.
work with:
Using Discrete Events as Triggers
By making the trigger time shorter when the polling
When using only the discrete polling events, trigger time is measure
frequencies
are
equal,
it
is
possible
to
force
which
trigger
fires
P(A)=P(B)=30s, T(A)=60s, T(B)=90s
in increments of the polling time, irrespective of what the polling
first.
times actually are. Previous experiment tests are based on a trigger
which uses the currently stored value of an item, even between
polling events. That is, we only test the trigger when an item is
polled. In this case, we might say the trigger is “after 2 events” or, for
an immediate trigger, “after 1 event”. Scenario #7 where the trigger
time is 0 seconds represents the latter. The implementation in
Zabbis for this kind of trigger is:
Result: FAIL
Event.last(0).value > 2 || event.last(1).value > 2
B triggers first.
From the previous rule that we know that the trigger time for B must
be long enough for the polling of A to ʻmake upʼ the time lag, In other
words, we must find the rule that causes trigger A to always fire at
P(A)=P(B)=30s, T(A)=T(B)=2 events
the same time as trigger B, and then make it less than this value.
F ig ure 5 : S c en ario # 2
With discrete events only, this is calculable event.
Result: OK
Trigger A fires after: T(A) x P(A)
Breaking The Working Model
Trigger B fires after: T(B) x P(B)
Equalizing trigger fire point: T(A) x P(A) = : T(B) x P(B)
By adjusting the time for trigger A one second at a time, it is possible
Theoretical rule: P(A) < P(B) x T(B) / T(A)
to see what kind of margins exist in scenario #4. When the trigger
A triggers just
before
The margin
small
1s. Increasing
triggerbreaks.
frequencyThis
of A will
time
for B.Item
A is is
set
to though,
61 seconds,
the the
model
is increase thisTesting of this theory yielded a flaw because the discrete events are
margin. I.e.because
making thethere
triggeris
frequency
instead ofgap
60 will
increase the
margin
(equal to the increasemeasured
in
in whole polling cycles, but the calculation for the polling
only a 59s
1 second
between
when
theto22striggers
frequency).fire in scenario #1. The race condition that is created prevents us
time in the equation yields a time value in seconds. A simple solution
to compensate for this is to adjust the rule to the following:
from being sure of which trigger will fire first. The broken model is
P(A)=P(B)=30s,
T(A)=61s,
T(B)=90s
The calculated value of P(A) must be lowered to the nearest multiple
represented
as scenario
3. Adjusting the trigger for Item A to 62
of P(B) Or,
seconds would definitely result in the trigger for Item B firing first.
For a calculation of P(B), the value of P(B) must be raised to the
nearest multiple of P(A).
Result: OK

Conclusions
The rule for ensuring trigger A fires before trigger B are as follows:
•
Based on timing of triggers (seconds): T(A) < T(B) - P(A)
•
Based on sequencing of triggers (events): P(A) < P(B) x T(B) /
T(A)
It is expected that these rules should successfully scale past a single
dependency if they are adapted appropriately, but this has not been
F ig u re 6 : S c en ario # 3,
tested.
Result: MAYBE
It is also expected that these rules work for the 1.8.x branch of
Zabbix as the architecture seems to be the same, but this also has
The triggers fire at the same time (100s). In this case we see what happens when the worst case scenario for when
notbybeen tested.
A gets polled meets a trigger not quite set right: The 1s margin that was present in the previous scenario is eaten
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the trigger ©
being
longer. Most
of the time this scenario probably wouldn't happen and so this setup would
"appear" to work. The result is that if the trigger for B is checked before the trigger for A, it will see trigger A as being
OK. It is impossible to say if this will happen as it is a race condition.

P(A)=30s, P(B)=60s, T(A)=T(B)=60s
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